Technical Requirements

Hardware

• LSU Online requires that you have access to a computer that is capable of running Microsoft Windows, Windows 7, or the most recent operating system (OS). 6GB or RAM and a 300 GB hard drive is recommended. MAC is compatible, however not all of the applications required are available for the MAC OS.
• DVD-ROM/CD-RW Drive
• Ethernet LAN adapter or wireless LAN adapter
• Built-in webcam or an external webcam with a minimum 640x480 resolution.
• Adobe Flash Player v11 or higher Adobe Shockwave player as plugins for your webcam.
• You may need a headset microphone unit that can be plugged into your device.
• Must have access to a reliable Internet connection. No extensions or waivers will be granted for coursework due to problems with an Internet Service Provider.

Software

Moodle is compatible with Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android, any device with a web browsing capabilities.

Browser Requirements

• Adobe Flash
• JavaScript Enabled
• Please note that Chrome and Firefox are the recommended browsers for Moodle 3 at LSU Online.

Recommendations

Internet connectedness is vital in an online course and it is recommended that a Ethernet connection when completing tasks and assignments in an online platform is the most secure.
Please note that although Moodle is able to run on any smart device, some course components may not be compatible with your device.